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The Artisan Collection 

A contemporary lighting collection inspired by the natural beauty and timelessness of wood. 

The Artisan Collection represents a stunning blend of Form and Function.

Truly unique and beautiful, these lamps are available in 3 standard sizes, perfect for any interior design project. 

We offer a bespoke sizing service for all our products and with a range of designer veneers, together with a wide 
choice of silk shades to compliment your individual style.

Materials shown: American Black Walnut with a Maple trim.



H: 1900mm W: 610mm4. Provided with a 24” Silk shade as standard.

The Artisan Grande

The tallest of the Artisan Collection, the Grande floor lamp is a real statement of 
design and beauty for a stunning centre piece in any room.

This adaptable design is available in a choice of veneers and shades for any 
interior design theme.

 

Each item features a makers stamp perfectly fitted in to the underside of the base
 as a mark of true authenticity.

Hand finished and buffed to a satin lustre as standard. High gloss finish available 
on request.
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H: 1525mm W: 510mmProvided with a 20” Silk shade as standard. 

The Artisan Tall

Shorter than it’s Grande companion, the Artisan Tall is the perfect blend 
of contemporary form and practical function and represents the heart of 

modern design.

This adaptable design is available in a choice of veneers and shades for any 
interior design theme.

Each item features a makers stamp perfectly fitted in to the underside of the 
base as a mark of true authenticity.

Hand finished and buffed to a satin lustre as standard. High gloss finish 
available on request.
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H: 860mm W: 410mm

Provided with a 16” Silk shade as standard.

The Artisan Short

The table top edition of the collection, the Artisan Short is simplicity and elegance brought together for true beauty in any home.

This adaptable design is available in a choice of veneers and shades for any interior design theme.

Each item features a makers stamp perfectly fitted in to the underside of the base as a mark of true authenticity.

Hand finished and buffed to a satin lustre as standard. High gloss finish available on request.



Black Silk Douppion/Gold lining

A sleek combination of deep black and rich gold, 
complementing the base with a warm and ambient glow.

Other colours and sizes available on request.

Ivory Silk

Providing bright and radiant light, the Ivory Silk shade is the perfect 
partner for any of our Artisan Lamps.

Other colours and sizes available on request.
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H: 250mm W: 400mm

H: 250mm W: 400mm
Other shade options including a range of designer veneers available on request. 

Shades can be purchased separately.



Terry Croucher

Coming from an artistic family, Terry’s love for design and 
creating 

was born at a young age. 

In his early years Terry studied furniture production and 
Computer Aided Design in Suffolk to become a fully 

qualified designer and craftsman in the trade. 

Loving every minute of the course Terry’s passion for the 
craft 

grew very quickly.

He has been in workshops ever since, making many 
different products, from trinket boxes to box sash windows 

and high end furniture and furnishings. 

The development of his own techniques and styles has led 
to the

design and manufacture of a unique range of products.

Surrounded by wild meadows and countryside, Terry’s new 
Eco-Friendly workshop is the perfect place for creative 

inspiration.

Storm Furniture Limited

www.storm-furniture.co.uk 

info@storm-furniture.co.uk

01986 784439  |  07969 240523

Castle Meadow, Lower Barn, Bramfield, Suffolk, IP19 9AJ
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